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Firelight Nov 24 2019 London, 1881 Once the flames are ignited . . . Miranda Ellis
is a woman tormented. Plagued since birth by a strange and powerful gift, she has
spent her entire life struggling to control her exceptional abilities. Yet one
innocent but irreversible mistake has left her family's fortune decimated and forced
her to wed London's most nefarious nobleman. They will burn for eternity . . . Lord
Benjamin Archer is no ordinary man. Doomed to hide his disfigured face behind masks,
Archer knows it's selfish to take Miranda as his bride. Yet he can't help being
drawn to the flame-haired beauty whose touch sparks a passion he hasn't felt in a
lifetime. When Archer is accused of a series of gruesome murders, he gives in to the
beastly nature he has fought so hard to hide from the world. But the curse that
haunts him cannot be denied. Now, to save his soul, Miranda will enter a world of
dark magic and darker intrigue. For only she can see the man hiding behind the mask.
Of Silk and Steam Sep 15 2021 RT Book Reviews 2015 Reviewers Choice Award Winner
for Best Steampunk Romance "McMaster once again proves her remarkable gift for
cleverly fusing a nonstop, action-driven story, a deliciously dark and atmospheric
setting, and off-the-charts sensuality into one riveting read."—Booklist Fifth in a
thrilling steampunk paranormal romance series, Lady Aramina finally has the means to
destroy her nemesis, Leo Barrons—the only man who troubles her heart and tempts her
body. When her beloved father was assassinated, Lady Aramina swore revenge. The man
responsible is well beyond her grasp, but his dangerously seductive heir, Leo
Barrons, is fair game. When Mina obtains evidence proving that Leo is illegitimate,
she has the means to destroy both the killer and his son, a man who troubles her
heart and tempts her body. A woman of mystery, Mina's long driven Leo crazy with
glimpses of a fiery passion that lurks beneath her icy veneer. He knows she's hiding
something, and he's determined to unravel her layer by silken layer. He just doesn't
expect the beautiful liar to be the key to overthrowing the corrupt prince
consort...or to saving his own carefully walled-off heart. London Steampunk Series:
Kiss of Steel (Book 1) Heart of Iron (Book 2) My Lady Quicksilver (Book 3) Forged by

Desire (Book 4) Of Silk and Steam (Book 5) Praise for Bec McMaster: "Action,
adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot seduction...Bec McMaster offers it all."—Eve
Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh for Kiss of Steel "Deftly blends elements of
Steampunk and vampire romance with brilliantly successful results...darkly
atmospheric and delectably sexy."—Booklist Starred Review for Kiss of Steel "Edgy,
dark, and shot through with a grim, gritty intensity, McMaster's latest title adds
to her mesmerizing steampunk series with another gripping, inventive
stunner."—Booklist, starred review for Heart of Iron "Rich, dramatic, romantic, and
dangerous..."—Publishers Weekly for Of Silk and Steam
Shadowbound May 31 2020 When a powerful relic goes missing from a secret society
that dabbles in the occult, Miss Ianthe Martin is charged with finding it at all
costs. She needs help, but all clues point to someone on the inside being the thief.
The only sorcerer she knows that can't possibly be involved, is the very man she saw
locked in Bedlam a year ago... The mad, bad, dangerous Earl of Rathbourne. When the
seductive Miss Martin appears in his Bedlam cell, Rathbourne fears he's finally lost
his mind. The devilish sorceress played a hand in his incarceration, and now she
comes asking for help? Perhaps she should begin by begging for mercy... But Ianthe's
offer of freedom is one he can't refuse, although he has a clause of his own to add.
She may bind him with her power–the only way to still the demons haunting him–but
for every day spent under her command, the nights will be his... to wreak delicious
revenge on her willing flesh.
The Darkest Sin Apr 29 2020 'Pretty much everything I want in an historical
thriller - an absolutely terrific read' Philip Gwynne Jones 'A great insight into
Renaissance Florence. What I love about these books is the seamless weaving of
factual history with a great story' Abir Mukherjee Florence. Spring, 1537. When
Cesare Aldo investigates a report of intruders at a convent in the Renaissance
city’s northern quarter, he enters a community divided by bitter rivalries and
harbouring dark secrets. His case becomes far more complicated when a man’s body is
found deep inside the convent, stabbed more than two dozen times. Unthinkable as it
seems, all the evidence suggests one of the nuns must be the killer. Meanwhile,
Constable Carlo Strocchi finds human remains pulled from the Arno that belong to an
officer of the law missing since winter. The dead man had many enemies, but who
would dare kill an official of the city’s most feared criminal court? As Aldo and
Strocchi close in on the truth, identifying the killers will prove more treacherous
than either of them could ever have imagined . . . The Darkest Sin is an atmospheric
historical thriller by D. V. Bishop, set in Renaissance Florence and is the sequel
to City of Vengeance.
The Fire in the Glass Aug 22 2019 To save someone she loves from brutal murder, a
clairvoyant who can never change the future sets out to catch a mysterious and
powerful killer stalking the streets of Edwardian London.
Department 19 Oct 24 2019 Jamie Carpenter's father is dead, his mother is missing,
and he was just rescued by an enormous creature named Frankenstein. Now Jamie is
pulled into a secret organization responsible for policing the supernatural, founded
more than a century ago by Abraham Van Helsing. . . . Department Nineteen takes us
through history, across Europe, and beyond - from the cobbled streets of Victorian
London to prohibition-era New York, from the icy wastes of Arctic Russia to the
treacherous mountains of Transylvania. Part modern thriller, part classic horror,
it's packed with mystery, mayhem, and a level of suspense that makes a Darren Shan
novel look like a romantic comedy.
Forevermore Mar 21 2022 Isolated and alone, Sin Evernight is one of the most
powerful supernatural creatures in heaven and on earth. As an angel of vengeance, he
hunts down the darkest evil, but when his long-lost friend, Layla Starling, needs
him, he vows to become her protector. Even though she will be horrified by the man
he has become. Now a famous singer and the toast of London, Layla believes that Sin
is only here to guard her from rabid fans and ardent suitors. However, the truth is

far more sinister. Desperate to avoid losing Layla a second time, Sin will face a
test of all his powers to defeat an unstoppable foe - and win an eternity with the
woman he loves.
City of Nature Sep 03 2020 This book reexamines traditional assumptions about early
American attitudes toward nature. It also reopens and redefines the relationships of
nature and civilization in the previous century, and in so doing, offers today's
reader an insight into the basis for some contemporary attitudes toward the
environment. The works of major and minor American writers are considered.
You Only Love Twice Aug 02 2020 With the clock ticking down, the Company of Rogues
must find a deadly killer and stop them from assassinating the Queen… before London
burns. First rule of espionage: don't ever fall in love with your target. Five years
ago, Gemma Townsend learned the hard way what happens when you break this rule. She
lost everything. Her mentor's trust. The man she loved. And almost her life. Love is
a weakness she can never afford again. When offered a chance at redemption, the
seductive spy is determined to complete her assigned task: to track down a dangerous
assassin known as the Chameleon, a mysterious killer sent after the queen, whose
identity seems to constantly change. But as her investigation leads Gemma into a
trap, she's rescued by a shadowy figure she thought was dead—the double agent who
once stole her heart. A man with few memories, all Obsidian knows is Gemma betrayed
him, and he wants revenge. But one kiss ignites the unextinguished passion between
them, and he can't bring himself to kill her. Can Obsidian ever trust her again? Or
is history doomed to repeat itself? Because it soon becomes clear the Chameleon
might be closer than either of them realized… and this time Gemma is in the line of
fire.
In Darkest London Dec 18 2021 In the late 1830s, London began appearing as a site
of literary terror, and by the end of the century a large proportion of the
important Victorian “Gothic revival” novels were set in the city. In Darkest London
is a full-length study of the Victorian Urban Gothic, a pervasive mode that appears
not only in straightforward novels of terror but also in the works of mainstream
authors. Placing the conventions of the Gothic form in their proper historical
context, In Darkest London will appeal to scholars and students interested in an indepth survey of the Urban Gothic.
Moonglow Jan 19 2022 Once the seeds of desire are sown . . . Finally free of her
suffocating marriage, widow Daisy Ellis Craigmore is ready to embrace the pleasures
of life that have long been denied her. Yet her newfound freedom is short lived. A
string of unexplained murders has brought danger to Daisy's door, forcing her to
turn to the most unlikely of saviors . . . Their growing passion knows no bounds . .
. Ian Ranulf, the Marquis of Northrup, has spent lifetimes hiding his primal nature
from London society. But now a vicious killer threatens to expose his secrets. Ian
must step out of the shadows and protect the beautiful, fearless Daisy, who awakens
in him desires he thought long dead. As their quest to unmask the villain draws them
closer together, Daisy has no choice but to reveal her own startling secret, and Ian
must face the undeniable truth: Losing his heart to Daisy may be the only way to
save his soul. For fans of Cassandra Clare, Gail Carriger and Amanda Quick - this is
a dark, paranormal romance you won't want to miss. 'Evocative and deeply romantic' Nalini Singh 'A sizzling paranormal with dark history and explosive magic! Calligan
is an impressive new talent' - Larissa Ione
Forevermore Jan 07 2021 Ivy has moved to her new stepfatherês cold castle in the
wilds of Scotland where strange things begin to happen: the ancient walls spilling
their dark secrets. Rescue comes when she meets Logan, a gorgeous, elusive boy - a
ghost who has haunted the castle grounds for decades. Ivy is immediately drawn to
himÄbut Logan is not the only spirit around. Soon Ivy finds herself at the heart of
a dangerous mystery.
Evernight Aug 26 2022 Once the night comes . . . Will Thorne is living a nightmare,
his sanity slowly being drained away by a force he can't control. His talents have

made him the perfect assassin for hire. But as he loses his grip on reality, there
is no calming him-until he finds his next target: the mysterious Holly Evernight.
Love must cast aside the shadows Holly cannot fathom who would put a contract on her
life, yet the moment she touches Will, the connection between them is elemental,
undeniable-and she's the only one who can tame his bouts of madness. But other
assassins are coming for Holly. Will must transform from killer to protector and
find the man who wants Holly dead . . . or his only chance for redemption will be
lost.
Winterblaze Jul 25 2022 Once blissfully in love . . . Poppy Lane is keeping
secrets. Her powerful gift has earned her membership in the Society for the
Suppression of Supernaturals, but she must keep both her ability and her alliance
with the Society from her husband, Winston. Yet when Winston is brutally attacked by
a werewolf, Poppy's secrets are revealed, leaving Winston's trust in her as broken
as his body. Now Poppy will do anything to win back his affections . . . Their
relationship is now put to the ultimate test. Winston Lane soon regains his physical
strength but his face and heart still bear the scars of the vicious attack. Drawn
into the darkest depths of London, Winston must fight an evil demon that wants to
take away the last hope of reconciliation with his wife. As a former police
inspector, Winston has intelligence and logic on his side. But it will take the
strength of Poppy's love for him to defeat the forces that threaten to tear them
apart.
A Research Guide to Gothic Literature in English Sep 22 2019 The Gothic began as a
designation for barbarian tribes, was associated with the cathedrals of the High
Middle Ages, was used to describe a marginalized literature in the late eighteenth
century, and continues today in a variety of forms (literature, film, graphic novel,
video games, and other narrative and artistic forms). Unlike other recent books in
the field that focus on certain aspects of the Gothic, this work directs researchers
to seminal and significant resources on all of its aspects. Annotations will help
researchers determine what materials best suit their needs. A Research Guide to
Gothic Literature in English covers Gothic cultural artifacts such as literature,
film, graphic novels, and videogames. This authoritative guide equips researchers
with valuable recent information about noteworthy resources that they can use to
study the Gothic effectively and thoroughly.
A Lady by Midnight Jan 27 2020 Spindle Cove, nestled in a peaceful corner of
Regency Era England, has long been known as “Spinster Cove,” due to its
preponderance of unwed ladies of “delicate constitutions”—and that’s the fictional
setting for a delightful historical romance series by USA Today bestselling author
Tessa Dare. In A Lady by Midnight, a young woman searching for her family finds love
unexpectedly with a handsome colonel—but the secrets of her heritage threaten to
disrupt their romance…and their upcoming nuptials. Concerning the heart-soaring
romantic fiction of Ms. Tessa Dare, fans of Lisa Kleypas and Eloisa James would do
well to heed Julia Quinn’s admonitions and “prepare to fall in love!”
Forged by Desire May 11 2021 "Edgy, dark, and shot through with a grim, gritty
intensity, McMaster's latest title adds to her mesmerizing steampunk series with
another gripping, inventive stunner."-Booklist, starred review for Heart of Iron A
FEAR SHE CAN'T ESCAPE Ten years ago, Perry fled her thrall contract to find
sanctuary among the Nighthawks. In that time, she's become a respected woman of the
Guard, and she's wanted Garrett Reed for as long as she can remember. But when a new
case takes a chillingly familiar turn, Perry finds herself once again in the path of
a madman...only this time, there's nowhere left to run. A DESIRE THAT CAN'T BE
TEMPERED Out of their depth and racing against time, Perry and Garrett must learn to
trust the desire sparking between them...or risk losing themselves forever to the
darkness stalking London's streets.
In Darkest London Apr 22 2022 An exploration of the slums of London's Whitechapel
area, exposing its grim poverty and the dire consequences of Victorian attitudes

towards the dispossessed. The scenes of slum life ae incisively viewed through the
eyes of a young captain in the Salvation Army, whose sense of moral outrage leads
him on a journey through the despair of the East End ghetto. In his work within
London's netherworld there is a manifestation of both desperation and hope which
mirrored Harkness's own evolving vision of Christian socialism. Not only an
important social documentary of the times, In Darkest London is also a text in the
history of late Victorian ideas and values.
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet Jul 21 2019 Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows
the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a
lie and who wanted more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master
Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts
out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does
not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood
to build a marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life
of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a
novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of
Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It
is considered a classic of children's literature and has spawned many derivative
works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version
full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.
The Darkest Temptation Mar 29 2020 A fortune teller once told Mila she'd find a man
who would take her breath away. She refrained from telling her it would be literally
while Mila ran for her life.Having always done what is expected of her, Mila dresses
the part, only dates college boys with exemplary backgrounds, and doesn't ask
questions. Not about her papa's absences or his refusal to let her set foot in her
birthplace-Russia.Suffocated by the rules and unanswered questions, Mila does what
she's always wanted to. She boards a plane to Moscow.She never expected to fall for
a man on the way. One with unexplained wealth, tattoos on his hands, and secrets in
his eyes. But it doesn't take long for his caress to become a rough grasp muffling
her screams.Revenge is a dish best served cold. Unfortunately, a Russian winter is
the coldest of them all, and Mila soon learns the only way to escape intact is to do
the impossible and thaw her captor's heart.
Mission Feb 08 2021 When Caleb Byrnes receives an invitation to join the Company of
Rogues as an undercover agent pledged to protect the crown, he's partnered with
Ingrid Miller, the fiery and passionate verwulfen woman he can't resist. Byrnes has
a score to settle, but one stolen kiss and suddenly the killer is not the only thing
Byrnes is interested in hunting.
My Dearest Darkest Feb 26 2020 *Bustle Best Book of March 2022 *Lambda Literary
Most Anticipated LGBTQIA+ Wilder Girls meets The Craft in this Sapphic horror debut
that asks: what price would you be willing to pay to achieve your deepest desires?
Finch Chamberlin is the newest transfer student to the ultra-competitive Ulalume
Academy... but she's also not what she seems. Months before school started, Finch
and her parents got into an accident that should have left her dead at the bottom of
the river. But something monstrous, and ancient, and terrifying, wouldn't let her
drown. Finch doesn't know why she woke up after her heart stopped, but since dying
she's felt a constant pull from the school and the surrounding town of Rainwater,
like something on the island is calling to her. Selena St. Clair sees right through
Finch, and she knows something is seriously wrong with her. But despite Selena's
suspicion, she feels drawn to Finch and has a sinking feeling that from now on the
two will be inexplicably linked to one another. One night Finch, Selena, and her
friends accidentally summon a carnivorous creature of immense power in the depths of
the school. It promises to grant every desire the girls have kept locked away in
their insecure hearts—beauty, power, adoration—in exchange for a price: human body
parts. But as the cost of their wanting becomes more deadly, Finch and Selena must
learn to work together to stop the horror they unleashed, before it consumes the

entire island.
Evernight Oct 04 2020 Bianca wants to escape. She's been uprooted from her small
hometown and enrolled at Evernight Academy, an eerie Gothic boarding school where
the students are somehow too perfect: smart, sleek, and almost predatory. Bianca
knows she doesn't fit in. Then she meets Lucas. He's not the "Evernight type"
either, and he likes it that way. Lucas ignores the rules, stands up to the snobs,
and warns Bianca to be careful—even when it comes to caring about him. "I couldn't
stand it if they took it out on you," he tells Bianca, "and eventually they would."
But the connection between Bianca and Lucas can't be denied. Bianca will risk
anything to be with Lucas, but dark secrets are fated to tear them apart . . . and
to make Bianca question everything she's ever believed.
Evernight Oct 28 2022 Once the night comes . . . Will Thorne is living a nightmare,
his sanity slowly being drained away by a force he can't control. His talents have
made him the perfect assassin for hire. But as he loses his grip on reality, there
is no calming him-until he finds his next target: the mysterious Holly Evernight.
Love must cast aside the shadows Holly cannot fathom who would put a contract on her
life, yet the moment she touches Will, the connection between them is elemental,
undeniable-and she's the only one who can tame his bouts of madness. But other
assassins are coming for Holly. Will must transform from killer to protector and
find the man who wants Holly dead . . . or his only chance for redemption will be
lost.
Shadowdance Jun 24 2022 Jack Talent is tormented by the demons of his past. Though
Jack loves his position in the SOS, he cannot forget what was done to him. And so he
hunts down the remaining demons that tortured him and metes out his own brand of
justice as the Bishop of Charing Cross. The only thing that soothes him is his
secret visits to fellow agent Mary Chase. But while something about Mary calms him,
she is also his greatest torment, for she is a reminder of his worst crime - the
night he lost his soul by taking her human life. Mary Chase is now free. After years
of service to the Ghosts in the Machine, she now assists the head of the SOS and is
finally enjoying life - except for the one thorn in her side, Jack Talent. The
temperamental shifter unsettles her and awakens a need she's never felt before. But
when a copycat killer begins to mimic the Bishop's signature and Jack is assigned to
the case, Mary volunteers to join him, eager to unravel Jack's mysterious façade.
Can Jack protect his secret - and his heart - from the one woman who could be his
ultimate ruin?
Entwined Dec 26 2019 Eamon Evernight has always lived in his older brother's
shadow. While his brother is fair of hair and lithe in body, Eamon sparks fear with
his fiery locks and massive frame-and rumors of a mysterious power. But when his
brother has the good fortune to be betrothed to a beautiful stranger, it's Eamon's
help-and quick wit and romantic heart--that he needs. Eamon agrees to write the
noble lady...a generous offer that will forever leave him a changed man. Lady Luella
Jane Moran has no interest in an arranged marriage and tries valiantly to dissuade
her betrothed from afar. Though her own letters plainly state her case, the words
her husband-to-be writes her leave her aching for his touch. Will Lu give in to the
desire the missives have kindled within her? Or will desire turn cold when she
discovers their true author? 33,000 words
Darkest Night (Department 19, Book 5) Nov 17 2021 The epic conclusion in the bloodpoundingly brilliant Department 19 series, from bestselling author, Will Hill.
London Dust Apr 10 2021 A young woman, Natalie Meadows, jumps from Blackfriars
Bridge, escaping from the horror she has just witnessed. But she is rescued and
feels duty-bound to find out who murdered her best friend, the music hall star
Nellie Warwick, and why. Natalie reinvents herself as Flora Thorne and finds a
position as housemaid to the Reverend Wallace and his daughter. From the sanctuary
of their home, she is able to investigate the circumstances of Nellie's murder. What
she uncovers is a conspiracy of silence and corruption, and of unscrupulous men

preying on women like herself and Nellie. Her attempts to unmask the killer and to
bring him to justice exact a heavy price on Natalie. LONDON DUST is a powerful
evocation of the underbelly of Victorian London, full of flavour, completely
convincing and utterly gripping.
Kiss of Steel Feb 20 2022 "Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot
seduction...Bec McMaster offers it all."—Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh A
brilliantly creative debut where vampires, werewolves, and clockwork creatures roam
the mist–shrouded streets of London... When Nowhere is Safe Most people avoid the
dreaded Whitechapel district. For Honoria Todd, it's the last safe haven. But at
what price? Blade is known as the master of the rookeries—no one dares cross him.
It's been said he faced down the Echelon's army single–handedly, that ever since
being infected by the blood–craving he's been quicker, stronger, and almost
immortal. When Honoria shows up at his door, his tenuous control comes close to
snapping. She's so...innocent. He doesn't see her backbone of steel—or that she
could be the very salvation he's been seeking.
Full Dark House Dec 06 2020 Edgy, suspenseful, and darkly comic, here is the first
novel in a riveting mystery series starring two cranky but brilliant old detectives
whose lifelong friendship was forged solving crimes for the London Police
Department's Peculiar Crimes Unit. In Full Dark House, Christopher Fowler tells the
story of both their first and last case—and how along the way the unlikely pair of
crime fighters changed the face of detection. A present-day bombing rips through
London and claims the life of eighty-year-old detective Arthur Bryant. For his
partner John May, it means the end of a partnership that lasted over half-a-century
and an eerie echo back to the Blitz of World War II when they first met. Desperately
searching for clues to the killer’s identity, May finds his old friend’s notes of
their very first case and becomes convinced that the past has returned . . . with a
killing vengeance. It begins when a dancer in a risque new production of Orpheus in
Hell is found without her feet. Suddenly, the young detectives are plunged in a
bizarre gothic mystery that will push them to their limits—and beyond. For in a city
shaken by war, a faceless killer is stalking London's theaters, creating his own
kind of sinister drama. And it will take Arthur Bryant’s unorthodox techniques and
John May’s dogged police work to catch a criminal whose ability to escape detection
seems almost supernatural—a murderer who even decades later seems to have claimed
the life of one of them . . . and is ready to claim the other. Filled with startling
twists, unforgettable characters, and a mystery that will keep you guessing, Full
Dark House is a witty, heartbreaking, and all-too-human thriller about the hunt for
an inhuman killer.
The Wicked Cometh Jun 12 2021 font size="+1"The nail-biting historical mystery with
a heady romance at its heart/font size 'Beguiling' Stylist ********* Hester White
once had a comfortable home and a loving family, but after the untimely death of her
parents, her life was turned upside down, leading her to live with her aunt and
uncle in the slums of London. As the years turn, people begin to disappear from
these murky streets in mysterious circumstances . . . with nobody to investigate
their absences. When a life-threatening accident crosses Hester's path with Calder
Brock's, it appears Hester's fortune has changed. Handsome, charming and wealthy,
Calder is quick to invite her into his home, introducing Hester to his mysterious
sister Rebecca, who takes Hester under her wing. In the opulence of her new home,
Hester believes she has now escaped the darkness of the slums for good. But, Hester
is about to find out, appearances can hide the ugliest of truths. When she is lured
back onto the streets to investigate the mystery, the clues seem to lead her back
far closer to her new friends than she could ever have imagined. . . *********
'Carlin can tell a good story' Observer 'Contains lovely, lyrical writing . . . and
a heady romance at its heart' Sunday Express
The Mech Who Loved Me Mar 09 2021 Ava McLaren is tired of being both a virgin, and
a mere laboratory assistant for the Company of Rogues. When a baffling mystery rears

its head, it presents her with the opportunity to work a real case… and perhaps get
a taste of the passion that eludes her. Blue bloods are dying from a mysterious
disease, which should be impossible. Ava suspects there's more to the case than
meets the eye and wants a chance to prove herself. There’s just one catch—she’s
ordered to partner with the sexy mech, Kincaid, who's a constant thorn in her side.
Kincaid thinks the only good blue blood is a dead one. He's also the very last man
she would ever give her heart to… which makes him the perfect candidate for an
affair. The only rule? It ends when the case does. But when an attempt on her life
proves that Ava might be onto something, the only one who can protect her is
Kincaid. Suddenly the greatest risk is not to their hearts, but whether they can
survive a diabolical plot that threatens to destroy every blue blood in
London—including Ava.
Soulbound May 23 2022 Once two souls are joined . . . When Adam's soul mate
rejected him, there was more at stake than his heart. After seven hundred years of
searching, his true match would have ended the curse that keeps his spirit in
chains. But beautiful, stubborn Eliza May fled-and now Adam is doomed to an eternity
of anguish, his only hope for salvation gone . . . Their hearts will beat together
forever No matter how devilishly irresistible Adam was, Eliza couldn't stand the
thought of relinquishing her freedom forever. So she escaped. But she soon discovers
she is being hunted-by someone far more dangerous. The only man who can help is the
one man she vowed never to see again. Now Adam's kindness is an unexpected refuge,
and Eliza finds that some vows are made to be broken . . .
Uncivilisation Jun 19 2019
Citizens of London Jul 01 2020 “Engaging and original, rich in anecdote and
analysis, this is a terrific work of history.”—Jon Meacham, Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of American Lion The acclaimed author of Troublesome Young Men reveals the
behind-the-scenes story of how the United States forged its wartime alliance with
Britain, told from the perspective of three key American players in London: Edward
R. Murrow, the handsome, chain-smoking head of CBS News in Europe; Averell Harriman,
the hard-driving millionaire who ran FDR’s Lend-Lease program in London; and John
Gilbert Winant, the shy, idealistic U.S. ambassador to Britain. Each man formed
close ties with Winston Churchill—so much so that all became romantically involved
with members of the prime minister’s family. Drawing from a variety of primary
sources, Lynne Olson skillfully depicts the dramatic personal journeys of these men
who, determined to save Britain from Hitler, helped convince a cautious Franklin
Roosevelt and reluctant American public to back the British at a critical time.
Deeply human, brilliantly researched, and beautifully written, Citizens of London is
a new triumph from an author swiftly becoming one of the finest in her field. Praise
for Citizens of London “Brilliantly bursting with beautiful prose, Olson flutters
our hearts by capturing the essence of the public and private lives of those who
faced death, touched the precipice, hung on by their eyelids, and saved the free
world from destruction by the forces of evil.”—Bill Gardner, New Hampshire Secretary
of State “If you don't think there's any more to learn about the power struggles,
rivalries and dramas—both personal and political—about the US-British aliance in the
World War II years, this book will change your mind—and keep you turning the pages
as well.”—Jeff Greenfield, Senior Political Correspondent, CBS News “Three
fascinating Americans living in London helped cement the World War II alliance
between Roosevelt and Churchill. Lynne Olson brings us the wonderful saga of
Harriman, Murrow, and Winant. A triumph of research and storytelling, Citizens of
London is history on an intimate level.”—Walter Isaacson, author of Einstein
A Sunless Sea (William Monk Mystery, Book 18) Oct 16 2021 Can Monk uncover the
truth behind a deadly opium conspiracy? Propelled into the darkest corners of the
opium trade, New York Times bestselling author Anne Perry sends Inspector Monk on a
thrilling adventure in A Sunless Sea, the eighteenth novel featuring the charismatic
detective. Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and Sarah Perry. 'Anne Perry's Victorian

mysteries are marvels' - New York Times Book Review 1864 and on the bank of the
Thames, Monk is appalled at the shocking mutilation visited upon the body of a woman
found on Limehouse Pier. But when enquiries into the brutal killing unearth a
connection between the victim and Dr Lambourn, a brilliant, recently deceased
scientist and staunch supporter for a new pharmaceutical bill aimed to regulate the
sale of opium, it becomes clear that not all is as it seems. Lambourn's widow
refuses to believe the official verdict that her husband's death was suicide; she is
convinced that he was murdered after the research he was conducting was discredited
by government officials intent on keeping the lucrative trade of opium flowing. With
pressure mounting for the river police to find the Limehouse killer, Monk is
propelled headlong into an investigation that will delve into the darkest depths of
the opium trade and threaten to expose corruption in the very highest echelons of
society... What readers are saying about A Sunless Sea: 'Perry is an agile word
painter - so perfectly describing the sights and sounds of Victorian London from the
dark Limehouse area to the posh West End that one feels transported to a different
time and place' 'The reader becomes immersed in the tension' 'The characters are
believable, the storyline ingenious and the reader [is kept] guessing right to the
end'
In Darkest London Jul 13 2021 A social documentary of the East End in the 1880s,
this work was originally published in 1889, as "Captain Lobe: A Story of the
Salvation Army" by John Law, the pen name of Margaret Harkness, an important
expounder of social realism in late 19th-century England.
A Darker Shade of Magic Aug 14 2021 A Darker Shade of Magic, from #1 New York Times
bestselling author V.E. Schwab Kell is one of the last Antari—magicians with a rare,
coveted ability to travel between parallel Londons; Red, Grey, White, and, once upon
a time, Black. Kell was raised in Arnes—Red London—and officially serves the Maresh
Empire as an ambassador, traveling between the frequent bloody regime changes in
White London and the court of George III in the dullest of Londons, the one without
any magic left to see. Unofficially, Kell is a smuggler, servicing people willing to
pay for even the smallest glimpses of a world they'll never see. It's a defiant
hobby with dangerous consequences, which Kell is now seeing firsthand. After an
exchange goes awry, Kell escapes to Grey London and runs into Delilah Bard, a cutpurse with lofty aspirations. She first robs him, then saves him from a deadly
enemy, and finally forces Kell to spirit her to another world for a proper
adventure. Now perilous magic is afoot, and treachery lurks at every turn. To save
all of the worlds, they'll first need to stay alive. "A Darker Shade of Magic has
all the hallmarks of a classic work of fantasy. Schwab has given us a gem of a
tale...This is a book to treasure."—Deborah Harkeness, New York Times bestselling
author of the All Souls trilogy Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of Magic 2.
A Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring of Light At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Down London Road Nov 05 2020 A woman used to taking charge is about to meet a man
who'll make her lose control in this novel from the New York Times bestselling
author of On Dublin Street. It has always been up to Johanna to care for her family,
particularly her younger brother, Cole. With an absent father and a useless mother,
she’s been making decisions based on what’s best for Cole for as long as she can
remember. She even determines what men to date by how much they can provide for her
brother and her, not on whatever sparks may—or may not—fly. But with Cameron
MacCabe, the attraction is undeniable. The sexy new bartender at work gives her
butterflies every time she looks at him. And for once, Jo is tempted to put her
needs first. Cam is just as obsessed with getting to know Jo, but her walls are too
solid to let him get close enough to even try. Then Cam moves into the flat below
Jo’s, and their blistering connection becomes impossible to ignore. Especially since
Cam is determined to uncover all of Jo’s secrets...even if it means taking apart her
defenses piece by piece.

Firelight Sep 27 2022 For fans of Diana Gabaldon, Amanda Quick and Nalini Singh
comes the Darkest London series. In Victorian London, magic lurks in every shadowy
corner . . . 'Callihan has a great talent for sexual tension and jaw-dropping plots'
- Diana Gabaldon 'A sizzling paranormal with dark history and explosive magic!
Callihan is an impressive new talent' - Larissa Ione London, 1881 Once the flames
are ignited . . . Miranda Ellis is a woman tormented. Plagued since birth by a
strange and powerful gift, she has spent her entire life struggling to control her
exceptional abilities. Yet one innocent but irreversible mistake has left her
family's fortune decimated and forced her to wed London's most nefarious nobleman.
They will burn for eternity . . . Lord Benjamin Archer is no ordinary man. Doomed to
hide his disfigured face behind masks, Archer knows it's selfish to take Miranda as
his bride. Yet he can't help being drawn to the flame-haired beauty whose touch
sparks a passion he hasn't felt in a lifetime. When Archer is accused of a series of
gruesome murders, he gives in to the beastly nature he has fought so hard to hide
from the world. But the curse that haunts him cannot be denied. Now, to save his
soul, Miranda will enter a world of dark magic and darker intrigue. For only she can
see the man hiding behind the mask. 'Evocative and deeply romantic, Firelight was
fascinating from the very first page' - Nalini Singh 'Callihan has a great talent
for sexual tension and jaw-dropping plots' - Diana Gabaldon 'A sizzling paranormal
with dark history and explosive magic! Callihan is an impressive new talent' Larissa Ione 'Debut author Callihan pens a compelling Victorian paranormal with
heart and soul' - Publishers Weekly 'A taut tale filled with sexual tension. This is
one of the finest debuts of the season' - RT Book Reviews Kristen Callihan is RITA
nominated and the bestselling author of The Hook Up
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